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Agisoft Photoscan Workflow for FLIR Vue Pro 
 

This workflow has been developed by Julia Kelly, PhD candidate at Swansea University 

(UK). Please note that the workflow has been developed based on UAV missions over 

agricultural land and wetland areas and therefore the parameter sets chosen are relevant for 

these types of data. 

 

If you use the workflow, find it useful or have any questions and comments, please feel free to 

leave a comment on my blog (https://juliageographer.wordpress.com/). I’m always keen to 

hear about your projects and the different applications of thermal cameras, particularly if 

they are related to ecosystem flux modelling and other geographical topics. 

 

 

Removing unwanted metadata with ExifTool 

1. This step is only necessary if no GPS coordinates have been recorded in the metadata 

for each image  

2. Download and install ExifTool so it can be run from the command line 

http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/ 

3. Use ExifTool to remove the GPS information stored in the FLIR image metadata. 

FLIR images record GPS positions in their metadata, but unless programmed by the 

UAV GPS, they will just record ‘0’ values. Having ‘0’ values for all GPS coordinates 

causes problems for Agisoft, therefore it is best to remove the GPS tags in the 

metadata 

4. Make a copy of all the FLIR images you will process (so as not to accidentally corrupt 

the originals) 

5. Use ExifTool to remove the GPS tags in the image metadata by doing the following: 

a. Make sure cmd directory is set to the directory with your FLIR images. If it is 

not, type cd then the name of the directory 

b. Enter the following into the command line (each part in double quotes): 

“directory_where_exiftool_is _located” “-gps:all=” “directory 

_with_FLIR_images” 

 

Image processing in Agisoft Photoscan 

 

6. Create a new chunk and load the relevant photos 

7. Right click the chunk-->raster calculator. Enter B1 into the raster calculator and click 

enable transform. Then click on the palette tab. Select the desired color scale and 

change the minimum and maximum values displayed according to the minimum and 

maximum DN values for your images (for us, values between 7000-9000 work well). 

Close raster calculator then open it again and you should be able to see a histogram of 

DN values for all the images. Adjust the colour display by changing the minimum and 

maximum values according to the histogram. You should now be able to see features 

in all the images (instead of completely black images) 

8. Check image quality now that all images are viewed with the same colour scale. If 

desired, disable low quality images (e.g. blurry images, images with unrealistic 

temperature changes, images from take off and landing) to exclude them from 

orthomosaic creation 

9. Do not calculate image quality as it does not work for the FLIR images 

10. If available, import a text file which contains GPS coordinates for each image (make 

sure each image has the same name as one row of GPS coordinates) 

https://juliageographer.wordpress.com/
http://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/
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11. Align the images with the following parameters: use ‘generic’ preselection if no GPS 

data is available. For Key points: 60 000 (recommended by USGS), for Tie points: 

4000 (recommended by Agisoft). Accuracy: High (uses the full image resolution to 

perform alignment) 

12. After alignment, import coordinates of GCPs and place markers for GCPs on images. 

GCPs are incredibly helpful for ensuring accurate alignment of FLIR images, 

especially as the camera produces mirror images. GCPs help to ‘undo’ the mirror 

effect 

13. If using GCPs: in the reference panel, uncheck all images and check all markers of the 

GCPs (that are present in the images). These will now be used to georeference the 

images. Run the Optimise function (available in the Reference panel). Optimize 

parameters: f, b1, b2, cx,cy,k1, k2, p1, p2 (or whichever parameters you prefer) 

14. If using GCPs: if image alignment is still problematic, check that latitude and 

longitude of GCPs are correctly categorized and check each marker corresponds to the 

correct marker on each photo. Disable more photos with low quality (e.g. blurring 

images when UAV turns). Consider lowering the accuracy of the GCP markers 

(default = 0.005m) to ≥1m if GCP coordinates were not measured using very high 

accuracy GPS 

15. Build Dense Cloud parameters: quality: “Ultra high”, Depth filtering “Aggressive” 

16. Build Mesh parameters: Surface type: “height field”, source data: “Dense cloud”, 

Polygon count: “High”, Interpolation: “Enabled”, Point classes: “All” 

17. Build DEM parameters: Source data: “Dense cloud”, Interpolation: “Enabled”, Point 

classes: “All” 

18. Build Orthomosaic parameters: Surface: “DEM”, Blending mode: “Mosaic”, leave 

“Enable color correction unchecked. If using DEM data doesn’t work try with Mesh 

instead 

19. When exporting the orthomosaic as a TIFF, under ‘Raster transform’ select ‘None’ to 

preserve the original DN values of the images 
 

 


